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Week 16 Wed September 28th  CSA Share:  

-Apples                  - Cucumber       - Squash         - Tomatoes 

- Bartlett Pears       - Basil                - Braising Mix     

- Potatoes        - Garlic               - Peppers      

       

     Though summer has ended, we do not mourn her passing, for we are full of the new season 

that is upon us, and we have no time for regret.  Fall has arrived along with the cool, moist 

nights we so often see this time of year.  I'm certainly hoping for a long Indian summer.  The 

hot crops have been tremendously productive and I'm stoked to see how much I can squeeze out 

of them.  I've been doing a lot of reading about season extenders, using cold frames and 

greenhouses. My goal is put up quick hoops out of PVC and cover the tomatoes and the okra.  

I'm experimenting with various sizes of hoops and types of coverings including remay, agribon 

frost blanket and woven greenhouse cloth.  Eliot Coleman has fascinating research on 

cold-weather growing if Maine; totally applicable to our chilly mountain winter climate (plus we 

have the added edge of occasional winter sunshine CA style).  It's all about getting your 

cold-season harvest planted early enough that they can grow while the weather is still warm and 

the sun is still high enough on the horizon.  Once it cools off and the sun gets low, plants simply 

remain in stasis, waiting for the sun.  During this time, they can be harvested as needed because 

the cold keeps them from getting bitter or bolting.  Some plants, like kale, synthesize more 

sugars to keep from dying in freezes (sugars freeze at lower temperature than water) so they will 

actually have an extra tasty flavor after getting a good icing.   

      As we move officially into fall, we're excited to be able to bring back the braising mix that 

we enjoyed so much this spring.  Fresh tatsoi, collards, chard and kale make an excellent stir-fry 

or egg scramble addition.  The colorful sweet peppers are starting to come in strong, and with 

hot peppers and tomatoes we're eating and canning salsa as fast as we...can;).  A little basil is a 

nice addition to salsa or served with sliced tomatoes and mozzarella.  Irene's potatoes and garlic 

make for hearty meal action, with a little taste of squash and cuke action.  For dessert we're 

enjoying the fresh Gravensteins and Bartlett pears from John and Marbry, so sweet and tasty!  I 

forgot about a couple Gravs and they got soft so I just cut em up n put em in some oatmeal.  Top 

shape.  Great Success, Casey 

Casey's Easy Recipe Action 
Late Summer Veggie Mix/Egg Scramble 

 
    This isn't the first scramble recipe I've given, but with the box this week, it's really a winner.   

 

Sweet/Hot peppers, garlic, onions diced (sample the hot pepper to make sure you don't overburn 

yourself) 

Braising mix chopped 

Squash diced 



Tomatoes Diced 

Potatoes Diced 

 

Saute onions, peppers, garlic.  Set aside in a dish. 

Fry potatoes on high heat with hot oil for 5-8 min season to taste with salt, pepper 

Add in pep/on/gar, squash 

For scramble, add eggs  

Add braising mix and tomatoes 

Cook til veggies and eggs are done to taste.   

For an extra tasty-fueg sprinkle some chopped basil on top when served.   


